
Episode 2 

Foregrounding Central American 
Contemporary Art, with Patricia Belli 

Voice Over: This is a UAL Decolonising Arts Institute podcast. 

Ileana L. Selejan: Welcome to the Foregrounding Central American art podcast.  My 
name is Ileana Selejan and I’m your host on the programme.  In this episode, I speak 
to Nicaraguan artist, Patricia Belli. Some notes and references from our conversation 
are included in the episode description.   

Hola Patricia, hello. 

Patricia Belli: Hello, hello Ileana.   

Ileana L. Selejan: Welcome to the podcast. 

Patricia Belli: Thank you.  Thank for you the invitation.  

Ileana L. Selejan: And thank you so much for being here. I’m so grateful and very, 
very happy to have you. OK, so to start our conversation I was thinking if we first go 
a little bit back in time to talk about the start of your career in the 1990s which was a 
very complex period, I don’t know if that’s the right word in Nicaragua. It was 
immediately after the revolution, there were all sorts of difficulties, political and 
cultural.  But anyhow, your work seems to have very much expanded in that period. 
You explored multiple media, you worked in between painting, sculpture, and 
installation. You were producing a very innovative, rich body of work at that point in 
time. So it seems to have been a very generative period for you. So what was it like 
to work as an artist in Nicaragua at that moment?                                                         

Patricia Belli: Well it was complex, definitely.  Not only the period in Nicaragua, but 
also working as an artist within the artistic context.  For one thing, there was a very 
vibrant cultural life around ASTC which was first run by our now vice president, 
Rosario Murillo.  There was – the ASTC, Asociación Sandinista de Trabajadores de 
la Cultura, was not only an administrative space, but also a cultural space where 



there was a bar, there were venues where people could come and gather and there 
were live concerts three times a week. It was like an amazing place to be in your 
20s. And so it was a lot of artists going there, so you could meet people and talk and 
discuss things and there wasn’t actually much discussion, which is what made it 
complex, not in a good way, because there was very little critical thinking. It was 
more about – of course there was but it was geared toward the American Empire. It 
was geared towards external things and it was very little – there was very little self-
criticism about our own situation and everybody’s personal, individual responsibility 
in whatever the situation was. 

 
So I could see this, I could see and regret that, but I could say little, or I could say a 
lot but I wasn’t heard, because I was sort of like a pet [laughs], because I was the 
young woman in the group. So yeah, they loved me, these male painters that were 
my friends. They loved me, but they didn’t take me so seriously really. So then I met 
other groups of friends that were not so much the painters, but more into the 
research aspects of art. Not only bibliographic research, or theoretical research, but 
also artistic research. And I felt that was so much more challenging for me. I mean of 
course Raul Quintanilla and a group of friends.   

 
And we began sort of playing. This was at the same time when, yeah like you said 
with the Violeta Chamorro government, but even before that, we met before that, 
before the elections when Violeta won. And actually, I was talking – what I was 
saying before was in the late 80s, more like the 80s than the early 90s and in the 
early 90s we began actually putting in motion the ideas that we had been digesting 
for a while. Like really going out there and doing things. And we did only one thing as 
the first Artefacto form. Artefacto then became a magazine, became a space. But 
before all of that it was very small group of four people that we were always thinking 
of what to do, and then we made for this Ruben Dario anniversary, we made a piece 
of – it was like a spider web covering the very corny statue of Ruben Dario that is in 
the Central Park.  

 
So that’s all we did, we made the spider web and put it there and it was – you know 
it’s a really well-known piece in our milieu because it was very subversive in a way 
and people didn’t know what we were talking about, Ruben Dario’s dead. But it was 
about the statue of the poet. Anyway, even within the group, that very small group of 
course it was a little patriarchal system, and it was not easy for me. Then I decided 
to go to London, I decided to take this opportunity because I really needed to be 
elsewhere. Also because I had – I was undergoing this painful realisation of the lost 
revolution and not only from the nostalgic point of view, but also seeing what was 
happening how the artists were being – we became orphans, which is in itself 
something interesting to discuss because we had this idea that the government had 
to provide. 
 
 
That also of course comes for a price. And the lack of critical thinking was totally 



linked to that. So anyway, it was really – I was in my late 20s and I was very 
confused about all of that.  So I went to London for a year and I was very refreshed 
and then I came back in 92 and Artefacto was already something! Something that 
had shape and volume and a voice, and that was extremely exciting. And then in 95, 
we had a space. Not only was it a magazine or a concept, it was also space where 
we could show and that was a really nice opportunity, like – I’m trying to say like – I 
don’t know if I can say like a kick – I guess so.  Yeah, like a kick start, type of – 
where we could actually do anything we wanted from the type of space where it’s 
total experimental and you can be extremely bad at what you do, it doesn’t matter, 
you know, because it’s experimental. 

 
So that was a lot of fun, and I saw things that were good or bad or whatever, but they 
were people – they were the products of people that were really making an effort to 
do something different, and they were mostly very political about colonisation, about 
– yeah, not only in the Spanish sense, which was there was a lot of that, but also the 
American cultural colonisation of our countries, and things like that. And I was talking 
about other issue, like I made a piece called Madness for that space, and it was a lot 
more subjective, like most of my work is. It’s about psychology and emotions and the 
sort of political issues going through my experience. So, this Madness was also sort 
of like a womb, like a motherhood idea of going through a passage and coming out 
being born again. Sounds religious but it wasn’t [laughs]. 

 
So yeah, the 90s were very complex, and I was sort of aware of many things that 
were going on that we didn’t talk about. But eventually these sort of struggling forces, 
this conflict, this sort of complexity that I saw was a lot more diverse than these two 
sides coming against each other. Eventually I could see that these were not just my 
ideas, you know, that these belong to a much larger discussion in the world really, 
but at that moment, it was just like intuition for me. 

Ileana L. Selejan: It’s really fascinating. And yeah, also I was thinking how with 
Artefacto, but again in your work, you really do see how – whatever it is you’re 
exploring, whatever it is you’re interested in, you’re not obsessing about a particular 
medium. Like “I need to do this in this [way],” rather you’re willing to kind of expand, 
to go wherever it needs to go, whether its sculpture or an environment, or whether 
it’s through very kind of gestural painting. Whatever it is you go for a means of 
expression that fits you best in that moment and to address whatever it is you want 
to address and I think that that shows a kind of a tremendous intuition, but also a 
kind of an ability to be extremely open-minded in a context that – I mean I wasn’t 
there, but from recollections of many other people I talk to, was a context that was 
very kind of, in many ways black and white and there were many boundaries it 
seems, drawn between not just ideological and political but also between people. 

 
Patricia Belli: Exactly. Yes I do go where the work needs me to go in terms of 
materials, and also in terms of process.  But I can see as well that I am very much 



inclined to traditional crafts, like ceramics and sewing. Not necessarily crafts related 
to art or being used by artists. You know, like sewing, when I began sewing, or 
actually I began tearing clothes apart, that wasn’t something that I – actually it took 
me a while to decide to do it, because I began sewing when I was little because my 
mother was a seamstress, is, was. And this was like a childhood entertainment, like 
making clothes for my dolls and all that. Bringing that into my art, it took me a while. 
It took me some courage. I had not really been acquainted with other people who 
were doing it in the art world at large.  
 
  
So yes, I’m very inclined to craft, probably because of that, because my mother was 
a seamstress and my father was a carpenter, or had carpentry abilities, and there 
was all this flow of do it yourself in my house. So yes, I’d like to think that I will go 
anywhere the work wants me to go, but actually I much prefer the processes that 
belong to a tradition, and I’m not good at those traditions, I’m not good at the crafts, 
but I enjoy it very much and I think some of that comes across in the work as some 
kind of efficiency. 
 

Ileana L. Selejan: Yeah, it’s like a – it’s an alternate way of sewing and stitching and 
putting things together and mending. That’s one thing I really love about your work is 
how you reuse constantly. So even when you were talking about some of the pieces, 
some of the textile pieces, when you’re talking about using clothing, I think it’s also 
important to mention the word trapos. You use the word trapos in Spanish, so they’re 
not new clothes, they’re used clothes and you’re reconfiguring them, you're kind of 
rethinking of them, reusing them and I think that that’s very meaningful. That it’s not 
just new, that you’re not just creating anew, but you're using things that are already 
there. 

 
Patricia Belli: It’s super-important for me to not use new things. Not that I don’t, but I 
do it as little as possible, and that is totally related to my upbringing, because in my 
house we used things until they were – you know, until they were finished. Like I can 
say in my mother’s bathroom, to this day, the same hairbrush that she used, I don’t 
know, 40 years ago. She keeps talking about the quality of things in the past, that 
type of thing. But anyway, I really don’t like buying new things for the newness of 
them. Unless of course like a tool if something like that doesn’t work.  But in terms of 
materials, now it’s become like a fad because it’s important to recycle, and it is, but 
it’s a fad and that’s not – you know? 

It really makes me angry because we in the impoverished world, we have been 
doing this for the longest time, and houses like mine, like my childhood home, this 
was what we did.  So now it’s like the white men type of approach to life and it’s 
thoroughly untrue, because I keep seeing videos on YouTube for example, how to 
recycle something, and they used more new things to recycle something, you know, 
a plastic bottle, it’s such a contradiction. So anyway, it is important from a political 
sense. 



 
Ileana L. Selejan: Yeah, I think being Romanian, it very much resonates with me. 
We’re also a culture of constantly reusing and nothing really gets discarded.  Well –  

 
Patricia Belli: Exactly. 

Ileana L. Selejan: – I guess traditionally it was so, now things are actually quite 
different. So I’d like to kind of – thinking still about this moment of the 90s, because 
the podcast is about, I suppose, about Central American art and how Central 
American art even – it’s interesting to think about how the 90s is a moment that the 
notion of Central American art kind of comes into shape in a very specific way, due 
to certain biennials. I’m also thinking about the foundation of the Museum of 
Contemporary Art and Design in San Jose in Costa Rica, and also about exhibitions 
that they organised, such as Mesótica II-Centroamerica: Regeneración, which was in 
96 and in which you participated.   

And those exhibitions and initiatives really helped shaped that moment and I would 
be very interested to hear about how you, what your perspective is again on that 
moment and how you positioned yourself as a Nicaraguan artist working in Central 
America, but also internationally throughout your career, because you lived in the 
United States, you lived in London, you lived in different places. Anyhow, so this 
moment of the 90s when there is all these initiatives to create, to think about Central 
American art, you participated in that moment, but again, you were someone who 
always had this perspective from Nicaragua looking onto the world and living, in 
habiting that world as well. So how do you – what is your perspective on that 
moment? 

 
Patricia Belli: Becoming a Central American artist, or person, a Central American, 
was something that took me a while to understand, because in my childhood, Central 
America was a foreign space. I had no identity related to that. We couldn’t really 
travel around because it was very dangerous, there was this oppressive government 
installed in several countries, well definitely in mine. You couldn’t really drive to the 
border without something happening to you, probably something that the police, the 
Guardia Nacional was doing, because they were criminals.   

Eventually, like in the early 90s, I became more and more interested and it wasn’t 
because – it wasn’t a – my idea, you know, that to become interested. It was the 
moment, it was the post-war moment, where the dictatorships were – sorry where 
the post-war in Nicaragua, the post-war from the Nicaragua with the United States 
war had been going on for years and it was this – there was a cease fire and it 
became possible to travel. And I decided to make a trip throughout Central America 
and meet artists. But basically I met artists that were very into the tradition of 
painting, and that wasn’t so interesting to me.  



 
But it was interesting to see that there was life, cultural life in every one of these 
countries and there was history and I became acquainted with that through the 
experience of going through these places and it was beautiful, it was really a turning 
point for me. So Mesótica as well was this incredible moment then I could meet 
contemporary artists that I didn’t know existed basically. I remember Virginia Pérez-
Ratton coming to Nicaragua and going to my show Velos y cicatrices which was like 
super-recent work and talking to me about the relationships she saw between my 
mendings in clothes and Priscilla Monge’s embroideries, or my forms and somebody 
in Guatemala for example.  

   
You know, all these links that were being made in her head to curate the show and 
then going to the show and realising oh my god, you know, what is this? Like a friend 
of mine told me then, one realises to what zoo this animal belongs, you know? 
Because it was thorough evident that I belonged in that zoo. And that was amazing, 
it was really great.  And then going to places is more like I need a different air, but I 
don’t feel like I – I’m very provincial and I love my little space in Nicaragua.  But I go 
places because of course – you know, everything, everything, the museums and 
seeing other people and talking to other people and understanding other ways and 
everything that is different, I enjoy very much. And then I come back.  

It’s not like I ever think of staying anywhere else, because this is my network, my 
family, my friends, my origin and I really need that and I’m very scared of anything 
else. So yes, I go places, but it’s not like, you know, this cosmopolitan woman, no 
[laughs].  So it was very – it has been extremely helpful and defining for me to go 
places because I went to school in the United States twice, I went there for my BA 
and then I went back many years later for my Master’s. I was in London for one year, 
I was, about two years ago, I was in Paris for several months, almost like five or six 
months. And it’s extremely important for my continuing education.   

 
But I just feel like they are field trips, more than being any sort of balancing between 
this life and that life.  And what I feel is that in that way I don’t – I don’t belong 
anywhere, because I feel that here are these – even though it’s changed a lot 
obviously, and it’s become a lot more self-questioning in every way, in the formal 
solutions, in the complexity of the concept, in the equilibrium between context and 
personal or political and personal, and it’s become so much more – so much larger 
and so much deeper in that way, but still it’s a very, very small group of people, or 
artists who are thinking this way.   

So we feel very sort of isolated amongst the great quantity – well not great quantity, 
because there are still very few artists in the country, but the much larger quantity of 
artists who are doing things that are very modernistic, but not in a good way, they 
are not – it’s not the inheritance of Modernism, it’s more like the bad reproduction of 



Modernism, and it’s still considered and recognised as being art, which I don’t think it 
is, but some of them still think it is. But that is sort of the other side, the downside of 
what the art world is like in Nicaragua.  

So I feel that I belong to this very small group of people, that we understand each 
other and it’s like – it’s not a generational thing, because I’m much more in the older 
side than most of them, but we definitely understand in terms of ideas, in terms of 
emotions, in terms of outlook but not in the larger sense of the art world in 
Nicaragua.  And I definitely don’t belong to the art world anywhere else either, 
because it’s really intellectual, which I’m not, and it’s very theoretical, which I’m not. 
And I feel there is little passion, which I promote and enjoy and believe is like an 
extremely important force of art. So yeah, in a way I feel very much not in place, you 
know, like a little fossil piece that doesn’t just fit. 

 
Ileana L. Selejan: But at the same – yeah, it’s really interesting what you’re saying, 
but I’m also thinking about – well I guess this would actually be a really good 
moment to talk a little bit about EspIRA, which is an art school, an actual art school 
that you founded something that – I’ve been visiting Nicaragua for almost ten years 
no, hard to believe, but it is very true that there is almost like these kind of camps, 
not really one to put anyone against anyone else, but there’s a bit of a – this is the 
kind of the art world that is more – with traditional art education and you study a very 
specific medium and things are done in a very specific way we could call traditional. 
And then there’s the more experimental kind of artists and things that are just very, 
very different. They look very different, they sound very different, they act very 
differently than that more traditional context.   
 

So within this kind of landscape, you founded a school, an art school, EspIRA, and I 
think it’s something that needs to be acknowledged that it was something that was 
done that is a tremendous contribution to the local scene, if we can call it that, but 
also that it necessitated personally a great involvement from you and a lot of effort 
and with the interest of expanding what art education in itself means in Nicaragua, 
and I think that it opened up spaces to create, to work together for many generations 
of Nicaraguan artists. So I’m interested in talking to you a bit about that workshop 
model that you’ve sought to implement, the talleres, the meetings that you have with 
the students, the participants in the school and how you’ve really dedicated a lot of 
your time to working with emerging – I think it’s a good term, or maybe it’s a useful 
category for us – the term emerging artists. 

 
Patricia Belli: Well it happened throughout many, many years actually, this is the 
20th year of EspIRA, but we are not working anymore because of the country 
situation.  Twenty years ago, well actually 22 years ago, I had a really personal 
experience, you know, personal whatever [laughs], where I had this award awarded 
to me for this one piece that I entered in a painting contest and it wasn’t exactly a 
painting, it was a painted object, a dress, a painted dress. And the whole art scene, 



this type of art scene that I was talking about just now, they turned against me 
personally, like they began questioning me personally. Questioning me, my 
Nicaraguanidad – my Nicaraguan identity, because I had gone to school in the 
United States. Questioning everything about my decisions, coming from elsewhere 
coming from being foreign ideas.   
 

And there was this huge moment of pain, in a way, because this was in the papers 
for a month. There wasn’t a single cultural supplement that wasn’t full of interviews 
with people commenting on this thing and it was very, very painful and at that very 
moment, I was going to do my Master’s in San Francisco, because I had earned this 
scholarship to go there and I took these two years to think about the urgent need for 
young artists to have opportunity, because these kids in the National Art School, who 
were sort of the forefront of the protest against my work, they were 17 years old, and 
they were not supposed to be defending tradition. And tradition in the worst possible 
way which is the tradition of just reproducing.  
 

And so I realised that I could something.  And I really wanted to found a school, but I 
also knew that I didn’t have the resources; I didn’t have the money to do that.  So I 
came back and began what I call the dialogue circles, círculos de díalogo. And in the 
first year I had 12 students that were not students, you know? We just talked and 
basically the model is very similar to the critique seminar in United States 
universities. Not only in the United States of course, but that’s where I became 
familiar with the format. But then it got very tropicalised, because we are different.  
So it became – they were funny, they were super, super-direct in a way that I had 
never found possible in the United States when I had my critique seminars, or when I 
went to my critique seminars in school, and here we can really talk, where it’s 
intimate and where the space is right.  

And we in Nicaragua are known in Central America as being extremely frank, like we 
are not very diplomatic.  But it’s not – that’s because we do say things once in a 
while that it’s even hurtful, but in general, we do keep some kind of diplomacy.  And 
then in these circles the task of really talking with the truth from your perspective 
without being harmful, without being personal about it, finding the words and finding 
the arguments, that was a huge challenge, for me, for them, for everyone and it was 
beautiful and I think we created something really beautiful where there is the – it’s 
like the best format that I found. I’ve never experienced that anywhere else. Where 
we are frank and we are loving at the same time.   

So it worked. There were maybe, I don’t know, hundreds of people going through the 
workshops in Nicaragua and Central America through the Rapaces Residency.  And 
once we’ve become acquainted and once you have some experience with the 
instruments, you know, with the vocabulary, the – for example, there are rules. Like 
one of the rules is that the author doesn’t speak until everybody has spoken.  And 
there is a second round when everybody begins comparing the first perception with 



the author’s intention. And then the author becomes aware of what the work in itself 
is saying rather than his intention. And it’s like all surprised, you know, [laughs] like 
that is usually very surprising to see how one doesn’t communicate what one needs. 

 
And then one who is no suggestions, because it’s not about – because suggestion is 
really easy, you know? Like saying “that would be better red,” I’m saying, you know.  
And the idea is to go back to the source, why is this not working? Why are you 
suggesting red would be better. So it’s not about questioning the work that is being 
presented, it’s also questioning where you come from with your perception and 
where are your biases, and your prejudices? So it’s about everybody really in the 
group.  And I don’t take groups larger than 12 people because then the magic is lost.   

This was – it worked very nicely for a few years.  Then when people were in their 
early 20s, or even in their late teens, then it became – other people became very 
interested. Like older people who maybe already had a career within the arts or in 
other things, like architecture or communications and many times they were not 
professional artists.  Well, in many cases they were not professional artists, but they 
didn’t have the sole project of becoming an artist. And I began taking people in at 
any age, because I thought if they never have a chance because they’ve always 
lived in a country without chances, it wasn’t right.   

 
And then I really foster the inter-generational relationships. So for a while that was 
important and then the younger people didn’t come so often very much, so I felt 
something had gone wrong and I began making open calls for younger people and 
they had to sort of separate again because apparently there is something 
threatening I guess. But in any case, a lot of experimentation had been going on with 
these workshops and the sort of instructions of how to run a workshop, a critic 
seminar, were written throughout many years and there are very specific rules, like 
the ones I cited.   

Because it’s really important to be aware of certain pitfalls, but then again they are 
always in the making, and they are made by the group, the specific group of people.  
I had groups that were so homogenous that it’s hard to learn anything [laughs]. So 
usually I ask for more diversity. So yeah, it’s always in the making.  

Ileana L. Selejan: It’s very interesting. I was thinking how different people I talk who 
went through EspIRA at different points in their lives and their careers, frequently 
referred to it as a community and I thought that was very powerful, that it wasn’t just 
a place where you go and you sit and you show work and you talk about it, but also 
you built community and I think that really comes through from what you’re 
describing as well; that it was very much a project about work, but doing work within 
the kind of larger scope of your life and how that – what happens.   
 



I love the work in Spanish ‘conjunto’ when you’re working together, what happens 
there. There’s definitely some sparks that there’s no way to reproduce that if you’re 
working in isolation. I think it showed in several of the group exhibitions I’ve seen of 
EspIRA students, but also in their individual work, that they very much benefited from 
this community.  
 

Patricia Belli: Thank you. 

Ileana L. Selejan: So Patricia, finally, I’d like to ask about some of your most recent 
exhibitions and you had in 2017, I guess not that recent, but I would still say quite 
recent, a major retrospective of your work and there was a beautiful publication that 
was published by TEOR/ética and Fundación Ortíz Gurdián, a book that’s covering a 
large portion of your work, documenting and critical writing about your work. So 
anyhow, you also participated in the 10th Berlin Biennale in 2018 and at the moment, 
some of your key works from the 90s are on view here at Tate in London.  So I was 
wondering if you could talk a little bit about these recent shows and most importantly, 
I guess my question, more specific question was, if there are certain themes that 
have – you can see now and through this retrospective gaze if there are certain 
themes that have remained very much valid throughout your practice to date? 

 
Patricia Belli: Absolutely. Yeah, the retrospective, which is more like anthological 
exhibition, it really showed me the spectrum. Especially the one here in Managua, in 
the Centro de Arte because it’s a single room. So you can basically see it all from 
different points of view. And yeah, it’s the common threads that I could see were the 
craft, like I said, not specific crafts and not handled traditionally, but I could see the 
craft as being a major star [laughs] in the show. And then I could see the – sort of the 
pain, the melancholy. And also the subjective – talking about the political is like a – 
it’s everywhere really. And it’s very, very subjective. Many, many times it’s extremely 
small little gestures that remain at stake, like the fingers walking on the tightrope, 
and at the same time talking about motherhood from a very social perspective of 
motherhood being like a single person’s task instead of being a social task. 
 

And the way that these stones fall and they are being put back on the hands and 
they fall again, and that’s why it’s called Sisyphus because it’s a task that is ongoing 
it’s rolling up that hill, rolling the rock upwards every time and being left alone doing 
that. So I could see that sort of spirit throughout the show. The weight, the balance in 
the body, the pain. So I think those are the things – even though there are other 
things, like there are some kind of mysteries, mysteries I mean almost like a funny 
way, but there are paintings where what you can see is not clear what you are 
looking at. It’s not clear – not because of the painterly work, but because the 
situation is kind of weird.   



And I understand that I have this inclination for the uncanny, for the familiar that is 
kind of you don’t know, and it’s almost scary. And also for the sublime. So the 
common threads are in every sort of level at the technical – at the conceptual, at the 
emotional level. At the level of intention for what it is that I want to communicate to 
others. So where do I come from, what’s informing my work and also what it is – how 
do I want to process it and distil it and what I want to say with that or what I want to 
suggest with that and the intention of the dialogue is very prescient. To what point do 
I say things? Like I really enjoyed, not so much the openness, in the sense of the 
polysemic qualities; I don’t want to be saying every kind of things. Like I don’t want – 
I’ve heard people saying “Oh so it’s three interpretations, I can understand anything 
you want.” 

Well you can certainly understand anything you want, but that’s not what I want. I 
want us to have a pact where we are talking about the same thing, and hopefully I 
can see that in the work. I can see where the pact is balancing and hopefully that is 
one of the actual common threads and not only something that I perceive [laughs].  
But yeah, yeah, it was a really, beautiful encounter with 30 years of work. And then 
I’m working more and more with – well I was. After the exhibition I was working – or 
during the exhibition. For the exhibition I had pieces that had movement and sound 
and the movement being the trigger for the sound and the sound being mostly voices 
or recordings of, for example, earthquakes or things that are part of my life, of my 
memories and part of the way that I was constructed.   

 
Like this earthquake when I was eight years old, which I didn’t live because I was not 
in the city, but it shake my mind, the way I perceive stability or instability. So even 
these pieces that are very complex in terms of the process and very technological 
and I halfway understand how they work, even those pieces are still about the same 
issues. And then I began making more and more complex pieces with sound and 
movement and then I stopped, because I really wanted to go back to my hands, to 
something that is very material and that I can really enjoy making as opposed to 
being, to suffer horribly with dressings and things that are toxic and that, you know, 
not only am I going to kill myself, but I’m going to kill others. So yeah, I’m working 
with ceramics now and with trying to weave.  Yeah.  

 
Ileana L. Selejan: When you were talking just not about the audio pieces, is this – I’m 
thinking about the installation you did in Berlin, is that a good example of that with 
the heads? 

 
Patricia Belli: Absolutely. Yeah, absolutely. These are voices that I recorded mostly 
from the Internet, where I would look for example for "riots in Masaya.”  And I found 
this woman, this video of a woman, who could hardly speak from how hoarse her 
voice, her throat was, and she was yelling that no one was going to take away her 
right to express herself. And it was so beautiful, it was so moving to me. So that 
sound I edited on top and under the sound, the audio of the vice president saying 



that the riots were just very few puchitos in the streets.  So yeah, that work I 
absolutely loved making, the sound – it’s working at the sound, like having these 
clashes between two different, or two or three different, conflicting views or positions 
or power versus powerless, or not powerless, but oppressor versus oppressed and 
being in the same, intermingling their voices.   

It was really – that’s a work that I loved very much. And the fact that you have to kick 
the heads on the floor to make the sound go, it’s very – that’s a piece that I am very 
fond of. I think it was extremely cathartic in one way, but also it could show people 
elsewhere what we were going through. Not only from the perspective of news, but 
from a very emotional perspective. 

 
Ileana L. Selejan: It’s very moving. It’s a very moving piece.  

  
Patricia Belli: Thank you. 

 
Ileana L. Selejan: Patricia, so much, it’s very, very rich. Everything you were 
discussing; your work and your thoughts and your perspective and I thank you very 
much for this and it’s been a pleasure to talk to you and thank you for participating in 
this podcast. 

 
Patricia Belli: Thank you Ileana. 

 
Voice Over: This podcast series is brought to you by the Decolonising Arts Institute 
at UAL, University of the Arts London. The Institute challenges colonial histories and 
Imperial legacies, disrupting ways of seeing, listening, thinking and making to drive 
social, cultural and institutional change. Special thanks to our podcast host and 
guests. To Brigitte Hart for the podcast production and to you, for listening.  
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